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Date book
Monday, March 30
Classes resume.
PERSISoelal Security Orientation, Four
presentations open to all PERS University
employees, 10 a.m., noon, 2:30 and 5 p.m.,
Campus Room, University Union.
Recital, Composer and flutist Robert
Dick, 8 p.m., Bryan Recital Hall, Moore
Musical Arts Center. Free.
"Domino, International Film Series, 8
p.m., Gish Film Theater, Hanna Hall. Free.

Tuesday, March 31
Affirmative Action Forum, Candidate
Sue Kindred interview, 2·3 p.m., Campus
Room, University Union.

Wednesday, April 1
Ground breaking, Business
Administration addition, grassy area on
east side of building. 9:30 a.m.
Affirmative Action Forum, Candidate
Miguel Ornelas interview, 2-3 p.m., capital
Room, University Union.
Staff Awards Banquet, 6 p.m., Lenhart
Grand Ballroom, University Union.
Seminar, "Recognizing and Evaluating
Franchising Opportunities," 6:30-9:30 p.m ..
1103 Offenhauer West. Register with
Continuing Education.
"Art Therapy," presented by Linda Gant,
chair of the American Art Therapy
Association research committee. 7:30
p.m., 204 Fine Arts Building. Free.
Concert, Trumpet Ensemble, 8 p.m.,
Bryan Recital Hall, Moore Musical Arts
Center. Free.
Concert, The New Music Ensemble, 9
p.m .. Kobacker Hall, Moore Musical Arts
Center. Free.

Thursday, April 2
Conference on Local History, sponsored
the Center for Archival Collections, 8:15
a.m.-4 p.m .. Alumni and Town Rooms,
University Union.
Surplus viewing, departments may
select items at no charge to their budgets,
sponsored by Inventory Management,
9:30-11:30 a.m. and 1·3 p.m., old paint
shop storage building, behind WBGU-TV.
Colloquium, Dr. Nolen Ellison, president
of Cuyahoga Community College will
discuss "Challenges Facing
Administrators in the Two Year College," 3
p.m., Ice Arena Lounge.
"Urban Bush Women," a combination of
dance and theater, 8 p.m., Kobacker Hall,
Moore Musical Arts Center. Admission S3
students and senior citizens, S6 non·
students.
"The Three Faces of Eve," 8 p.m., Gish
Film Theater, Hanna Hall. Free.
b~·

Friday, April 3
Special Education Conference,
"Learning Strategies as an Instructional
Intervention for LO Adolescents,'' by Dr.
Donald Deshler, 9 a.m., Alumni Room,
University Union.
Social Philosophy and Policy Center
Conference, 9:30 a.m., Mileti Alumni
Center.
Fiction reading, by graduate students
David Thoreen and Brian Russo, 12:30
p.m., Faculty Lounge, University Union.
Free.
Special Education
Conference,"lnstruction for the Learning

Deadline extended for nominations
Disabled/Gifted Student," tty Dr. C. June
Maker, 1:30 p.m., Alumni Room, University
Union. Free.
Treehouse Troupe, performances of
"Ashipattle and the Giant Sea Serpent"
and "Doors," 7:30 p.m., Joe E. Brown
Theater, University Hall. General
admission, $1.50.
Concert, Barry Drake, rock, blues, folk, 8
p.m., at grand re-Opening of the Off
Campus Student Center. Free.
Concert, Men's Chorus, 8 p.m.,
Kobacker Hall, Moore Musical Arts Center.
African Week Concert, The Guerilla
Dread Liberation, raggae, 9 p.m., Amani,
Commons. Free.

Saturday, April 4
Treehouse Troupe "Ashipattle and the
Giant Sea Serpent" and "Doors," 7:30
p.m., Joe E. Brown Theatre, University
Hall. Admission, $1.50.
African Week dinner, with keynote
address speaker Ali A. Mazrui, 5:30 p.m.,
St. Thomas More Auditorium. Dinner price
is $3.

Sunday, April 5
Chi Omega Sunshine Run, register
between 11 :30 a.m.-1 p.m. between library
and Fraternity Row. The two mile run
begins at 1 p.m., the 6.2 mile run begins at
1:30 p.m.
Honors and Awards Convocation, 1:30
p.m., Jenson Auditorium, Education
Building.
Concert, winners of the 20th annual
Competition in Music Performance will
appear with the Philharmonia, 3 p.m.,
Kobacker Hall, Moore Musical Arts Center.
Free.
International Week, mini-Olympics, 2
p.m., Ice Arena intramural fields.
"Alice In Blunderland,'' a satirical
musical on nuclear proliferation, 3 p.m.,
121 West Hall. Tickets are priced at Sl for
individuals, $2 for families and can be
purchased at the door.

Monday, April 6
Lecture series, "The Case of the Silent
Figurine: Interpreting the Human Image in
the Prehistoric Mediterranean." by Dr.
Lauren E. Talalay of the Kelsey Museum
of Ancient and Medieval Archaeology, 1:30
p.m., 204 Fine Arts Building. Free.
International Week, Parade of Nations,
1 p.m., beginning from South Hall,
followed by an African coffeehour, 2:30
p.m., International Student Lounge, 411
South Hall.
Double feature, International Film
Series presents "Berlin: Kurfurstendamm,
A Round Trip," 7 p.m., and "Green Grass
of Home," 9 p.m., Gish Theater, Hanna
Hall.

Conference planned
The Social Philosophy and Policy
Center will hold a conference
beginning at 9:30 a.m. April 3 in the
Mileti Alumni Center. 1986 Nobel
Prize winner in economics James
Buchanan will open the session with
a talk on the book Morals by
Agreement.
For more information contact Kory
Tilgner at 372-2536.

Faculty/Staff Positions
The following !acuity positions are available:
Chemistry: Assistant professor. Contact Paul Endres (2-8744). Deadline: April 6.
EDAS: Assistant professor. Contact Richard 0. Carlson (2-73571, Deadline: April 1_
English: Intern instructor (three positions, all one-year. non-renewable); also, lecturer
(temporary, renewable up to four years). Contact Thomas Wymer on all positions
(2-2576). Deadline: March 31.
Ho;ne Economics: Associate professor of food and nutrition. Contact Deanna
Radeloff (2·7823). Extended deadline: April 1 or until position is filled.
Journalism: Instructor of journalism (public relations). Contact James H. Bissland
(2-2077). Deadline: May 1.
Library and Leaming Resources: Government documents reference librarian. Contact
Bonnie Gratch (2-7899). Deadline: April 3.
Office of Vice President for Planning and Budgeting: Vice president for planning and
budgeting. Contact Robert Conner (2-2301). Deadline: April 20.
The following administrative staff positions are available:
Academic Affairs: Associate vice president for academic affairs (permanent, full-time).
Contact the Office of the Vice President of Academic Affairs (2-2915). Deadline: March
30.
Counseling and Career Development Center: Career counselor. Contact Roman Garek
(2·2081). Deadline: April 1.
Anancial Aid and Student Employment: Assistant director (two positions). Contact
Linda Hamilton (2-2558). Deadline: April 30.
Office of the Associate Vice President for Research: Director, animal facilities.
Contact Elden Martin (2-8563). Deadline: April 3.

The deadline for self-nominations
for Classified Staff Council has been
extended to noon on April 6. CSC is
seeking nominations for 10 positions
of which seven are regular three-year
seats and three are vacancies.
Nominations should include the
candidate's name, area and years of
service at the University. They can be
sent to the CSC Election Committee,
P.O. Box 91, University Hall.
The 10 positions are in the
following areas: academic affairs with
two regular three-year terms and one
two-year vacancy; operations/plant
operations and maintenance with two

regular three-year terms; operations·
management support with one regular
three-year term and a one-year
vacancy; planning and budgeting with
one regular three-year term; student
affairs with a two-year vacancy and
University relations with one regular
three-year term.
Candidates may campaign within
their constituent area, however, they
must comply with the University's
solicitation policy. Classified staff
will vote only for candidates who
work and are running within their area
of employment. Election day has been
scheduled for May 7.

FerrarlA ward deadline April 15
The Administrative Staff Council
has announced that the deadline for
nominations for the 1987 Michael R.
Ferrari Award is April 15.
The award was authorized by the
Board of Trustees in 1982 to honor Dr.
Ferrari, who served as interim
president during 1981-82.
In 1983, Suzanne Crawford,
affirmative action and continuing
education, recieved the first award,
followed by Zola Buford, registration
and records, followed by Patrick
Fitzgerald, WBGU-TV. Last year's
recipient was Gregory DeCrane,
student activities and orientation.
Nominations may be submitted by
faculty, students or staff_ Nominees
must be non-faculty, contract
employees who have completed a
minimum of one year of service at the
University. Criteria for selection
include emphasis on the human
dimension, innovation and initiative,
performance and relationship with the
University community.
The 1987 award winner will be
selected by a committee representing
the vice presidential and presidential
areas. Selection will be based on
information provided through the
nomination process, which is open to
the entire University community.
Nomination forms have been

Rent a computer
Computer Services is now
accepting applications from faculty,
staff and graduate students for
microcomputer rentals for the
summer break period. Systems
available are: Apple Macintosh's
(512K with 400K internal drive and
either 400K or SOOK external drive, or
Mac Pius's with BOOK external drive),
IBM PC's (512K, two drives; or 256 K,
single drive), and Apple ll's (64K,
single or double drive). There are also
limited quantities of some software
and printers available.
The base fee for eacn system is
$25. In addition there are three
maintenance options possible. One is
for $25 and covers any required
maintenance for the computer ~ystem
during the rental period. The second
is for $25 and covers any required
mantenance for the printer during the
rental period, and the third is no
maintenance payment but the user is
liable up to S200 for any required
parts repairs if an equipment failure
occurs. Sales tax must be charged on
all rentals for individuals. All systems
will be in good working order at the
beginning of the lease period, and
must be returned in the same
condition.
Applications may be obtained from
204 Health Center, 102 Hayes Hall or
241 Math Science Building, or call
372·2911 or 372-2102 to have an
application sent through campus
mail. All forms must be returned to
241 Math Science Building by April 3.
The microcomputers are to be picked
up from the appropriate lab, as
indicated in the acceptance letter,
and must be returned to the same
location by the dated indicated. A $10
per day fee will be charged for late
returns.
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mailed to the University's
administrative staff. Additional forms
are available at the University Union
Information Desk, University
Bookstore and the Administrative
Staff Personnel Services Office (119
Administration Building) and Faculty
Senate Office (140 McFall Center).
Completed forms should be sent to
Sally Blair, WBGU-TV, chair of the
1987 Ferrari Award Committee.
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Center receives
$250,000 grant
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CSC seeks names
to go on petition

''

At its March 17 meeting, Classified
Staff Council passed a resolution
opposing the state's proposed budget
which would result in a 1.9 million
cut Because this budget reduction
would affect all levels at the
University, CSC is sponsoring a
petition drive to impress upon the
legislators that the classified
employees of the University are
concerned about this matter.
In order to comply with the
University solicitation policy, petitions
will not be circulated within the work
areas. Classified employees may use
their break times or lunch periods to
come to the lobby of Memorial Hall
from noon to 5 p.m. April 1 or to the
first floor hallway of University Hall
from 8 a.m. to 1 p.m. April 2. Please
bring your valid University l.D.

Finalists honored
This month's nominations for the
Outstanding Student Affairs Awards
will be the last ones considered for
this year's final awards. Nomination
forms are due by Tuesday, March 31.
February's graduate finalist is Don
Miller from the student activities and
orientation office This past month's
classified staff finalist is Sarah
Grimes, a clerical supervisor in the
University placement office, and Dave
Fried, a complex coordinator in
residential services, is the February
administrative staff finalist.

For sale
The School of Art has a Xerox 1035
copy machine for sale, reasonably
priced. Contact Carroll Feasel for
more information at 372--8510.
The College of Musicai Arts has for
sale a Kliglen nine pack portasie
lighting system. For more information
contact Keith Hofacker at 372·2954.
The Studies Skills Center has for
sale two metal computer security
cases. The cases are in excellent
condition for $50 each. Call 372-8840
for more information.

Monitor
Monitor is published weekly by the Office
of Public Relations for faculty and staff of
Bowling Green State University. The deadline
to submit material for the April 6 Issue is 5
p.m. Tuesday, March 31.
Editor: Melissa Peper Firestone
Photographer: William Brown

'

Let the construction begin. Ground breaking ceremonies tor the addition to the Business Administration Building
were April 7 as (from left) Robert Patton, dean of the College of Business Administration; Virginia Platt, trustee;
Allan Libbe and Frederick (Fritz) Rudolph of the construction firm Rudolph·Libbe, Inc.; Richard Newlove, trustee,
and President Olscamp turned the first shovels of dirt. The $3.65 million addition will create new laboratory,
classroom and office space and is expected to be completed by fall 7988.

University
summer hours
start May 11
Summer hours will officially
begin Monday, May 11.
Through August 14, official
University hours will be from 7:30
a.m.· noon and 12:30-5 p.m.,
Monday through Thursdays, and
from 7:30-11:30 a.m. on Fridays.
All central administration
offices, including the offices of the
president, vice presidents,
admissions and bursar will remain
open Friday afternoons.
Other offices which will deviate
from official summer hours should
notify the Monitor of their
schedules so that an
announcement of the alternate
hours can be made.
Firelands College will also
observe the summer hours.
Switchboard relief will be provided
by the assistant dean's secretary
during the lunch period, Monday
through Thursday, with no
switchboard coverage after 11 :30
a.m. on Fridays.

The Social Philosophy and Policy
Center has received a $250,000 grant
from the Sarah Scaife Foundation
as part of a challenge campaign
initiated with a $1 million gift from
the Stranahan Foundation.
Dr. Fred D. Miller Jr., executive
director of the center, said the
Scaife grant will be added to
existing funds and used to
significantly expand the Social
Philosophy and Policy Center's
visiting scholars, publications and
conference programs. In total, more
than S2.3 million has been secured
by the center as part of its
challenge campaign. The fund·
raising is coordinated by Dr. Jeffrey
Paul, associate director of the
center.
"These new grants will permit us
to bring to Bowling Green an
outstanding international cast of
scholars drawn from England,
Canada and Australia as well as the
United States," Miller said. "We
already have two leading scholars in
residence every year: John Gray of
Jes•Js College at the University of
Oxford and A.G.N. Flew of the
University of Reading."
Miller aC:ded the grant also will
make possible the enhancement of
the center's already esteemed
publications program edited by Dr.
Ellen Frankel Paul, deputy director
of the center. Included among these
publications is the center's journal,
Social Philosophy & Policy, which
has issues forthcoming on
philanthropy, equal opportunity,
social contract theory, capitalism
and socialism. The center also cocontinued on page 4

Teamwork and mind power produce winners
Six Bowling Green students took
first place honOis in a contest to
build a Leonardo da Vinci spring car
in the OM Collegiate World Finals
March 26 at an International
Technology Education Association
conference in Tulsa, Okla.
Another team of University
students came in third in the
competition to build a balsa wood
impact structure weighing 18 grams
but able to withstand at least 600
pounds of pressure.
Both teams represented the
College of Technology.
The OM program, formerly known
as Olympics of the Mind, was begun
in 1978 to develop students' creativity
by posing problems for them to solve.
Students then test their solutions
against those developed by their
peers from other schools. While
elementary and secondary school
students have taken part in the
program since it began, this is the
first year for the collegiate division.
Kevin Sonnenberg, Mike
Nowowiejski, Dan Butchko, Tony
Niese, Derek Paetow and Cartho
Bennett II, all industrial education
technology majors, were members of
continued on page 3

It may look funny, but this vehicle is a winner. The Leonardo da Vinci spring
car took first place at the OM Collegiate World Finals March 26. Its creators
are (from left) Cartho Bennett II, Derek Paetow, Tony Niese. Kevin
Sonnenberg, Mike Nowowiejski and Dan Butchko.

Jazz Week '87 begins April 8

Council and Senate chairs help lead the way to change
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Two concerts leaturing Chuck
Mangione will highlight Jazz Week '87
at the College of Musical Arts
Wednesday through Saturday (April
8-11).
The week also features
performances by local groups as well
as a day-long High School Jazz
Festival. All events except the
Mangione concerts are open to the
public free of charge.
Jazz Week starts at 6 p.m.
Wednesday (April 8) with a jazz fusion
concert presented by Jeff Halsey,
musical arts, and the BGSU Fusion
Ensemble. The BGSU Jazz Combos
will perform at 8 p.m. Thursday (April
9) and the Faculty Jazz Quartet will
perform at 6 p.m. Friday (April 10). All
three concerts will be held in Bryan

Recital Hall of the Moore Musical
Arts Center.
The High School Jazz Festival,
being held in conjunction with Jazz
Week '67, is from 6 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday (April 11) in Kobacker Hall
and the Choral Room of the Moore
Musical Arts Center.
Manigione will perform at 6:30 p.m.
and 10 p.m. Saturday in KolJacker
Hall of the Moore Musical Arts
Center.
Tickets, priced at $10, $13 and $16
each, are on sale from noon-6 p.m.
weekdays at the center's box office or
can be reserved by calling 372-8171.
Tickets are also available at Finder's
Records in Bowling Green and Boogie
Records in Toledo.

Book sparks students' interest
'
-·

Paul Yon:

Richard Hebein:

H. Chris Esparza:

Administrative Staff
Council

Faculty
Senate

Classified Staff
Council

"There is a definite time
commitment involved in being
chair that you must be willing to
take with the job. It has meant
more to me professionally to
manage my time better and be
on top of issues and concerns
of administrative staff on this
campus." - Paul Yon

"I try not to form any opinions
on issues that come through the
senate, so that I can more
credibly and efficiently monitor
the debate. I would not serve
the senate's best interests if I
tried to manipulate what was
being said there." - Richard
Hebein

Paul Yon didn't expect to be as busy as he is
this year. While most chairs of University bodies
have a year to mentally prepare and get their
schedule in order for the commitment, Yon
suddenly found himself in the top seat of
Administrative Staff Council last October.
Deb Heinemann, financial aid, was chair of the
Administrative Staff Council until she resigned
Oct. 1 citing an increasingly busy schedule in her
own office. Yon accepted the position after chairelect Suzanne Crawford turned it down because
of her own schedule conflicts.
The unexpected transition from council member
to chair has not shaken Yon, who is also director
of the University's Archival Collections. "Deb had
a lot of things in order and the committees have
offered a lot of assistance. That's made it easier
to take this all on," he said. "Most importantly,
my colleagues supported and encouraged me to
do this."
Yon became involved as a representative from
the academic affairs area soon after
Administrative Staff Council was established. He
said he ran because he thought he could make a
contribution and eventually became the first chair
of the council's Personnel Welfare Committee.
That committee, which he said addresses many of
the "real solid issues that should be brought to
the attention of all University staff," also prepared
him for the chair seat.
''This role takes you into many areas on
campus," Yon said. In addition, he is working to
improve the administrative staff status on
campus, which he thinks is suffering from an
identity problem.
"We like to think we are professional staff on
the campus," he said. "However, a lot of people
don't know what we do."
Yon thinks the image is changing as more staff
members see the effects of what the council
accomplishes and as the body gains a voice
among faculty and administration. Yon said ASC
Is currently seeking to be represented on the
Faculty Senate Budget Committee and at the
Thursday evening sessions of the Board of
Trustee meetings.
"Faculty and students are represented on the
budget committee but administrative staff, who
continued on page 3

Often when a particularly controversial subject
is before the Faculty Senate, the Assembly Room
walls in McFall Center can practically swell and
shake with debate. Amid the sea of waving arms
requesting the floor, Dr. Richard Hebein, chair of
the 76-member body, keeps order.
He is the first to admit that some subjects are
argued longer than necessary, but said he is
pleased that senators speak up. "I am very careful
not to cut off debate, because these topics often
result in important policy," Hebein said.
An associate professor of romance languages,
Hebein was elected to Faculty Senate by the
faculty of Arts and Sciences. The senate elected
him vice-chair for 1985-86 and that position
automatically becomes chair the following year.
Despite the challenge of handling the large
senate and a wide range of controversial issues,
Hebein said he has found it fascinating to "watch
the University operate at this level."
"You will not find a similar group to faculty in
other employee groups," Hebein said. "Faculty
are trained to debate ideas; we are concerned
with the discovery and transmission of
knowledge."
While some observers may think senate issues
progress slowly and are over-discussed, Hebein
believes the scrutiny to detail has resulted in an
effective senate voice at the University.
An example of this, according to Hebein, took
place last fall when senators called for a new
search committee for the post of director of
Affirmative Action. The senate said the committee
needed a better balance including minority and
female faculty members. Although President
Olscamp said he felt the first committee was
effective, he heeded the senate's request.
Last year the Senate Executive Committee
expressed its concerns with the cost of the
University's new phone system. Hebein said the
administration responded with a detailed study of
the new system.
"By and large, the senate's image is a positive
one. I am impressed that the senate passes a
wide variety of resolutions," Hebein said. "We
have the ability to set academic policy. We study
the economic welfare of the faculty here and
make recommendations on it."
continued on page 3

"Becoming a representative of
CSC evolved from my watching
what the council was doing long
before I ever became a member.
I had always paid attention to
their actions and called them
frequently with questions.
Eventually the classified staff
voted me in as a spokesperson
because I think they knew-I was
concerned." - H. Chris Esparza

Now serving her third year on Classified Staff
Council, H. Chris Esparza has found that concern
can go a long -way. After being elected to her seat
from the planning and budgeting area last year,
the new council elected her to chair the
21-member body.
It is a position she has enjoyed because she
continues to care about how classified staff are
treated on campus. However, she has had her
hands full as the young council, which held its
first elections last spring, has worked to get a
grip on parlimentary procedures and issues at the
same time. (Prior to the elections, representatives
were appointed by other council members whose
terms had not yet expired.)
Esparza said CSC has made remarkable gains
this year despite the fact its members are still
learning. Many of the goals set at the beginning
of the year have already been met, including the
establishment of a subcommittee structure,
obtaining fee waivers for dependents of classified
staff retirees, updating the bylaws, establishing a
scholarship fund, making progress with the H.B.
309 Committee and submitting a 1987-88 wage
and benefit proposal to the vice president of
planning and budgeting for all classified staff.
"Not bad for our first year, is it?," she asked.
But some price has been paid for making so
much headway. Esparza said her role as chair has
almost become a second job, in addition to her
position as an accountant with computer services.
At the start of last sumrr.er she often found
herself coming into work in the wee hours of the
morning in order to accomplish all she had to do.
That workload has subsided slightly, but like
other council chairs, she has had to tightly
budget her time.
"I was hit with CSC restructuring at the same
time computer services and telecommunications
began restructuring. That's what made it so
hectic," Esparza said.
"But the people we have involved with CSC now
have proven to be very dependable. They have all
taken on a lot of responsibilities which has led us
to accomplishing 90 percent of our goals."
With confidence rising among the
continued on page 3

Learning to speak German can be a
slow and difficult process. But
Geoffrey C. Howes, German, Russian
and East Asian Languages, thinks a
new intermediate German reader he
co-edited can make it easier.
.. If students are
------allowed to read
about things they
are interested in,
they are willing to
put more effort
into the subject,"
Howes said.
Das
studentenfreundli·
che Lesebuch,
which translated
means The
Geoffrey Howes
Student Friendly Reader, supplies
intermediate German students with a
text filled with contemporary reading
material. Howes and his c<H!ditors,
Christopher Stevens and Jefford
Vahlbusch of the University of
Michigan, wanted to get away from
the textbooks that are often literaturebased at this level, and give the
students something to pique their

interest.
Much of the material for the
textbook came from poring over two
years worth of issues of the two
popular German magazines Stern and
Spiegel, and the German weekly
newspaper, Zeit. Howes said they
searched for provocative, interesting
material that would spark
conversations and wouldn't be easily
outdated.
Once selected, the articles were
edited for the intermediate level and
divided into chapters ranging from
"German Views of America," to
"Politics" and "Economics."
"What we'd like to see is students
reading the textbook and enjoying
what they read. The subjects of the
articles would then prompt wider
scale conversation in class," Howes
said.
Howes and his colleagues, who
met while attending graduate school
at the University of Michigan, spent
over a year and a half researching the
book. Howes teaches intermediate
German and Modern German Culture
at the University.
A

Seven faculty receive assistantships
Seven faculty members have
received graduate research
assistantships for research projects.
Selected were: Burton Beerman,
music composition and history, for
his project "Development of a Library
of Sounds Digitized from Acoustical
and Video Images;" Lewis Fulcher,
physics and astronomy, for "High
Energy (Computational) Physics;" and
David Gedeon, technology systems,
for "Testing of a Communication
Data Link and Control Programs of a
Work Cell Using Operational Scaled
Models."
Also, Mark Gromko, biological
sciences, for "Genetic Constraints on

the Course of Evolution: Courtship
and Reproduction in Drosphila;"
Charles Holland, mathematics and
statistics, for "Theory of Equationally
Defined Classes of Ordered
Permutation Groups;" Patricia King,
student personnel, for "Adult
Cognitive-Social Development," and
William Scovell, chemistry for
"cis-DDP."
Forty-six proposals were reviewed
by the research services office and
prioritized according to the merits of
the proposed project, the productivity
of the scholar, and the potential
impact on increased publication and
external support.

Nuclear waste symposium subject
Issues surrounding the short term
storage and permanent disposal of
nuclear waste materials will be the
topic for an afternoon symposium
Wednesday (April 8).
Entitled "High Level Nuclear
Waste: The Significance for Ohio and
the Nation," the symposium will be
held from 1-5 p.m. in the Assembly
Room of McFall Center. It is free and
open to the public.
Ted Meyers, nuclear safety and
licensing director for Toledo Edison,
will open the symposium at 1:15 p.m.
with the topic "Commercially
Generated High Level Nuclear Waste:
Business as Usual Or Do We Have a
Problem?" At 2:15 p.m. David
Guzzetta, director of environmental
assessment for the Battelle
Columbus Laboratories, will examine
"Long-Term Disposal of High Level
Waste: Preventing a Legacy of
Pollution to Meet Today's Energy
Needs." At 3:15 p.m., Diane D'Arrigo,

regulatory oversight coordinator for
the national Nuclear Information and
Resource Service, will address the
topic "An Independent Evaluation of
the Federal Plan for Managing
Nuclear Waste."
Sponsors of the program are the
Environmental Health Program, the
Center for Environmental Programs
and Sigma Xi science honor society.

Note eligibility
In last week's Monitor, categories
for retirement eligibility were
incorrectly listed.
To be eligible to retire under the
regulations of PERS, an employee
must fall into one of the following
categories: Age 60 with five or more
years of total service credit; age 55
with 25 or more years of total service
credit; or any age with 30 or more
years of total service credit.

Olyrnpics~_1ro_m-'-p_ag~e_1~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
the team who built the three-wheeled
spring-powered car. They beat teams
from Humboldt State College, the
University of Wisconsin and North
Carolina State.
The team used old bicycle parts, a
seat from a plastic chair and springs
donated by the Napoleon Spring
Works to build the vehicle they
dubbed the Bowling Green Golf Cart.
"One of the biggest challenges is the
cost limitations. You either have to
make or scrounge for it,"
Nowowiejski said with special
reference to the car's steering wheel
which once graced a lawnmower.
The team admitted the project was
more difficult than they had originally
anticipated and the design had to be
changed several times. "Some things
worked as we thought they would and
others didn't, so we had to make
modifications," Sonnenberg said.
Making up the balsa wood impact
team were Marlette K. Heryak,
industrial education technology, John
Burke, psychology, Dennis Noll,
product design, Ann DeVictor,
construction technology, Patrick

yon

O'Connor and Tom Kopko, both
computer science majors.
The team built a number of balsa
structures, testing them in a hydraulic
press, and modifying their designs to
increase the poundage that the
miniature structure could withstand.
Since each piece of the structure had
to be cut and glued precisely to
specification, one test model took
between four and six hours to build.
"I learned a lot about construction
techniques," Kopko said.
Both teams were coached by Kevin
Burns, a graduate assistant in the
College of Technology. He was not
allowed to help the teams, but could
pose questions to them. In the three
weeks prior to the competition,
Burns said the students put in as
many as 30 hours of work per week
to prepare the projects for
competition.
The College of Technology provided
the two teams space to construct anc
store their projects and also offered
them equipment to use. Each team
could spend no more than $75 for
mate.-ials.
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are expected to carry out the budget
proposals themselves, have no
representation," Yon said.
Along with these two goals, the
administrative staff council has
addressed a number of issues this
year. According to Yon, salary and
fringe benefits are the main concern
of the council as they work toward
"compensation equality," which
would relieve any differential between
faculty and administrative staff.
"A lot of issues have come to light
this year," Yon said. "I think the older

Hebein
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He said he has been pleased with
the administration's cooperation and
willingness to listen to Faculty
Senate concerns. Currently members
of the Faculty Welfare Committee are
meeting with the president to discuss
one of the faculty's biggest concerns:
salaries.
Hebein said Bowling Green faculty
salaries suffered during the 1970s,
but Olscamp has worked to improve
them since coming here in 1982. The
Faculty Welfare Committee
conducted an extensive comparison
study last fall in an effort to back up
its nine and one-half percent salary
increase request for the 1987-88 fiscal
year. While the president didn't agree
with all the figures, he has agreed to
meet with committee members to
discuss the study and is preparing to
conduct another study out of the
planning and budgeting office.

Esparza

the council gets, the more
sophisticated we become. We're
seeing the results of the work of
former councils and we're finding a
greater amount of cooperation among
the faculty and administration."
"I guess my biggest problem as
chair is that I want everything done
yesterday and to accomplish
everything on a long-term basis," Yon
said. "But it is gr~tifying to know that
we are trying to involve the
administrative staff and afford them
the opportunity to communicate
through us."

"Another useful function of Faculty
Senate is that it is a place where
faculty can come to blow off steam,"
Hebein said. ''They deserve to have a
place where they can ask questions
and get answers."
He credits the senate's six
subcommittees with handling the
bulk of the work. Although he
receives some release time for the
position of senate chair, Hebein still
finds himself juggling his schedule.
"This job has its rewards. I have
enjoyed watching important
institutional policies take shape and
having a role in facilitating the
adoption of these policies," he said.
"I like to think we make an impact
here. A little give and take is healthy
for an institution. If the various
segments of the University were
always in agreement, I think the place
would grow stagnant."
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representatives, the council's image
has also received some polish.
Esparza said communication between
CSC and the people it represents has
improved dramatically as classified
staff see the council gaining ground
for them.
Representing the largest employee
body on campus has its frustrations.
..Sometimes it's difficult to see the
overall picture of an issue that is
being discussed," Esparza said. ··we
have to keep in mind how it will
affect the majority of employees and
that isn't always so easy.
.. But you live and learn as you go
along. To be a representative or a
chair, you have to be pretty open
minded, you have to be a good
listener.''
Because the council must keep an
ear to both the administration's and
classified staff's concerns, Esparza
has emphasized thorough research of
all issues. It's this careful eye to
detail that Esparza thinks is getting
the council somewhere... It's
important to have a voice on campus,
but you have to know what you are

talking about to get anywhere:· sne
said.
Seeing the amount of progress
gained this year has been
encouraging to Esparza, who said she
is hoping for a good voter turnout in
the upcoming May election. Seven
CSC seats are up for election along
with three vacant seats to be filled for
the remainder of their terms. (Self
nominations are due at noon Monday,
April 6 to P.O. Box 91, University
Union.)
Being on Classified Staff Council
does take up a portion of an
employee's time, but Esparza said it
has been worth it.
"Having people ask you questions
about CSC because they read the
minutes and are interested in
something we're doing, or getting
notes of approval for something we
worked hard on, these are the little
rewards," Esparza said.
"We're just trying to help out our
peers by volunteering our time to
serve as a liaison between classified
employees and University
administrators.''

Jazz Week '87 begins April 8

Council and Senate chairs help lead the way to change
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Two concerts leaturing Chuck
Mangione will highlight Jazz Week '87
at the College of Musical Arts
Wednesday through Saturday (April
8-11).
The week also features
performances by local groups as well
as a day-long High School Jazz
Festival. All events except the
Mangione concerts are open to the
public free of charge.
Jazz Week starts at 6 p.m.
Wednesday (April 8) with a jazz fusion
concert presented by Jeff Halsey,
musical arts, and the BGSU Fusion
Ensemble. The BGSU Jazz Combos
will perform at 8 p.m. Thursday (April
9) and the Faculty Jazz Quartet will
perform at 6 p.m. Friday (April 10). All
three concerts will be held in Bryan

Recital Hall of the Moore Musical
Arts Center.
The High School Jazz Festival,
being held in conjunction with Jazz
Week '67, is from 6 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday (April 11) in Kobacker Hall
and the Choral Room of the Moore
Musical Arts Center.
Manigione will perform at 6:30 p.m.
and 10 p.m. Saturday in KolJacker
Hall of the Moore Musical Arts
Center.
Tickets, priced at $10, $13 and $16
each, are on sale from noon-6 p.m.
weekdays at the center's box office or
can be reserved by calling 372-8171.
Tickets are also available at Finder's
Records in Bowling Green and Boogie
Records in Toledo.

Book sparks students' interest
'
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Paul Yon:

Richard Hebein:

H. Chris Esparza:

Administrative Staff
Council

Faculty
Senate

Classified Staff
Council

"There is a definite time
commitment involved in being
chair that you must be willing to
take with the job. It has meant
more to me professionally to
manage my time better and be
on top of issues and concerns
of administrative staff on this
campus." - Paul Yon

"I try not to form any opinions
on issues that come through the
senate, so that I can more
credibly and efficiently monitor
the debate. I would not serve
the senate's best interests if I
tried to manipulate what was
being said there." - Richard
Hebein

Paul Yon didn't expect to be as busy as he is
this year. While most chairs of University bodies
have a year to mentally prepare and get their
schedule in order for the commitment, Yon
suddenly found himself in the top seat of
Administrative Staff Council last October.
Deb Heinemann, financial aid, was chair of the
Administrative Staff Council until she resigned
Oct. 1 citing an increasingly busy schedule in her
own office. Yon accepted the position after chairelect Suzanne Crawford turned it down because
of her own schedule conflicts.
The unexpected transition from council member
to chair has not shaken Yon, who is also director
of the University's Archival Collections. "Deb had
a lot of things in order and the committees have
offered a lot of assistance. That's made it easier
to take this all on," he said. "Most importantly,
my colleagues supported and encouraged me to
do this."
Yon became involved as a representative from
the academic affairs area soon after
Administrative Staff Council was established. He
said he ran because he thought he could make a
contribution and eventually became the first chair
of the council's Personnel Welfare Committee.
That committee, which he said addresses many of
the "real solid issues that should be brought to
the attention of all University staff," also prepared
him for the chair seat.
''This role takes you into many areas on
campus," Yon said. In addition, he is working to
improve the administrative staff status on
campus, which he thinks is suffering from an
identity problem.
"We like to think we are professional staff on
the campus," he said. "However, a lot of people
don't know what we do."
Yon thinks the image is changing as more staff
members see the effects of what the council
accomplishes and as the body gains a voice
among faculty and administration. Yon said ASC
Is currently seeking to be represented on the
Faculty Senate Budget Committee and at the
Thursday evening sessions of the Board of
Trustee meetings.
"Faculty and students are represented on the
budget committee but administrative staff, who
continued on page 3

Often when a particularly controversial subject
is before the Faculty Senate, the Assembly Room
walls in McFall Center can practically swell and
shake with debate. Amid the sea of waving arms
requesting the floor, Dr. Richard Hebein, chair of
the 76-member body, keeps order.
He is the first to admit that some subjects are
argued longer than necessary, but said he is
pleased that senators speak up. "I am very careful
not to cut off debate, because these topics often
result in important policy," Hebein said.
An associate professor of romance languages,
Hebein was elected to Faculty Senate by the
faculty of Arts and Sciences. The senate elected
him vice-chair for 1985-86 and that position
automatically becomes chair the following year.
Despite the challenge of handling the large
senate and a wide range of controversial issues,
Hebein said he has found it fascinating to "watch
the University operate at this level."
"You will not find a similar group to faculty in
other employee groups," Hebein said. "Faculty
are trained to debate ideas; we are concerned
with the discovery and transmission of
knowledge."
While some observers may think senate issues
progress slowly and are over-discussed, Hebein
believes the scrutiny to detail has resulted in an
effective senate voice at the University.
An example of this, according to Hebein, took
place last fall when senators called for a new
search committee for the post of director of
Affirmative Action. The senate said the committee
needed a better balance including minority and
female faculty members. Although President
Olscamp said he felt the first committee was
effective, he heeded the senate's request.
Last year the Senate Executive Committee
expressed its concerns with the cost of the
University's new phone system. Hebein said the
administration responded with a detailed study of
the new system.
"By and large, the senate's image is a positive
one. I am impressed that the senate passes a
wide variety of resolutions," Hebein said. "We
have the ability to set academic policy. We study
the economic welfare of the faculty here and
make recommendations on it."
continued on page 3

"Becoming a representative of
CSC evolved from my watching
what the council was doing long
before I ever became a member.
I had always paid attention to
their actions and called them
frequently with questions.
Eventually the classified staff
voted me in as a spokesperson
because I think they knew-I was
concerned." - H. Chris Esparza

Now serving her third year on Classified Staff
Council, H. Chris Esparza has found that concern
can go a long -way. After being elected to her seat
from the planning and budgeting area last year,
the new council elected her to chair the
21-member body.
It is a position she has enjoyed because she
continues to care about how classified staff are
treated on campus. However, she has had her
hands full as the young council, which held its
first elections last spring, has worked to get a
grip on parlimentary procedures and issues at the
same time. (Prior to the elections, representatives
were appointed by other council members whose
terms had not yet expired.)
Esparza said CSC has made remarkable gains
this year despite the fact its members are still
learning. Many of the goals set at the beginning
of the year have already been met, including the
establishment of a subcommittee structure,
obtaining fee waivers for dependents of classified
staff retirees, updating the bylaws, establishing a
scholarship fund, making progress with the H.B.
309 Committee and submitting a 1987-88 wage
and benefit proposal to the vice president of
planning and budgeting for all classified staff.
"Not bad for our first year, is it?," she asked.
But some price has been paid for making so
much headway. Esparza said her role as chair has
almost become a second job, in addition to her
position as an accountant with computer services.
At the start of last sumrr.er she often found
herself coming into work in the wee hours of the
morning in order to accomplish all she had to do.
That workload has subsided slightly, but like
other council chairs, she has had to tightly
budget her time.
"I was hit with CSC restructuring at the same
time computer services and telecommunications
began restructuring. That's what made it so
hectic," Esparza said.
"But the people we have involved with CSC now
have proven to be very dependable. They have all
taken on a lot of responsibilities which has led us
to accomplishing 90 percent of our goals."
With confidence rising among the
continued on page 3

Learning to speak German can be a
slow and difficult process. But
Geoffrey C. Howes, German, Russian
and East Asian Languages, thinks a
new intermediate German reader he
co-edited can make it easier.
.. If students are
------allowed to read
about things they
are interested in,
they are willing to
put more effort
into the subject,"
Howes said.
Das
studentenfreundli·
che Lesebuch,
which translated
means The
Geoffrey Howes
Student Friendly Reader, supplies
intermediate German students with a
text filled with contemporary reading
material. Howes and his c<H!ditors,
Christopher Stevens and Jefford
Vahlbusch of the University of
Michigan, wanted to get away from
the textbooks that are often literaturebased at this level, and give the
students something to pique their

interest.
Much of the material for the
textbook came from poring over two
years worth of issues of the two
popular German magazines Stern and
Spiegel, and the German weekly
newspaper, Zeit. Howes said they
searched for provocative, interesting
material that would spark
conversations and wouldn't be easily
outdated.
Once selected, the articles were
edited for the intermediate level and
divided into chapters ranging from
"German Views of America," to
"Politics" and "Economics."
"What we'd like to see is students
reading the textbook and enjoying
what they read. The subjects of the
articles would then prompt wider
scale conversation in class," Howes
said.
Howes and his colleagues, who
met while attending graduate school
at the University of Michigan, spent
over a year and a half researching the
book. Howes teaches intermediate
German and Modern German Culture
at the University.
A

Seven faculty receive assistantships
Seven faculty members have
received graduate research
assistantships for research projects.
Selected were: Burton Beerman,
music composition and history, for
his project "Development of a Library
of Sounds Digitized from Acoustical
and Video Images;" Lewis Fulcher,
physics and astronomy, for "High
Energy (Computational) Physics;" and
David Gedeon, technology systems,
for "Testing of a Communication
Data Link and Control Programs of a
Work Cell Using Operational Scaled
Models."
Also, Mark Gromko, biological
sciences, for "Genetic Constraints on

the Course of Evolution: Courtship
and Reproduction in Drosphila;"
Charles Holland, mathematics and
statistics, for "Theory of Equationally
Defined Classes of Ordered
Permutation Groups;" Patricia King,
student personnel, for "Adult
Cognitive-Social Development," and
William Scovell, chemistry for
"cis-DDP."
Forty-six proposals were reviewed
by the research services office and
prioritized according to the merits of
the proposed project, the productivity
of the scholar, and the potential
impact on increased publication and
external support.

Nuclear waste symposium subject
Issues surrounding the short term
storage and permanent disposal of
nuclear waste materials will be the
topic for an afternoon symposium
Wednesday (April 8).
Entitled "High Level Nuclear
Waste: The Significance for Ohio and
the Nation," the symposium will be
held from 1-5 p.m. in the Assembly
Room of McFall Center. It is free and
open to the public.
Ted Meyers, nuclear safety and
licensing director for Toledo Edison,
will open the symposium at 1:15 p.m.
with the topic "Commercially
Generated High Level Nuclear Waste:
Business as Usual Or Do We Have a
Problem?" At 2:15 p.m. David
Guzzetta, director of environmental
assessment for the Battelle
Columbus Laboratories, will examine
"Long-Term Disposal of High Level
Waste: Preventing a Legacy of
Pollution to Meet Today's Energy
Needs." At 3:15 p.m., Diane D'Arrigo,

regulatory oversight coordinator for
the national Nuclear Information and
Resource Service, will address the
topic "An Independent Evaluation of
the Federal Plan for Managing
Nuclear Waste."
Sponsors of the program are the
Environmental Health Program, the
Center for Environmental Programs
and Sigma Xi science honor society.

Note eligibility
In last week's Monitor, categories
for retirement eligibility were
incorrectly listed.
To be eligible to retire under the
regulations of PERS, an employee
must fall into one of the following
categories: Age 60 with five or more
years of total service credit; age 55
with 25 or more years of total service
credit; or any age with 30 or more
years of total service credit.
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the team who built the three-wheeled
spring-powered car. They beat teams
from Humboldt State College, the
University of Wisconsin and North
Carolina State.
The team used old bicycle parts, a
seat from a plastic chair and springs
donated by the Napoleon Spring
Works to build the vehicle they
dubbed the Bowling Green Golf Cart.
"One of the biggest challenges is the
cost limitations. You either have to
make or scrounge for it,"
Nowowiejski said with special
reference to the car's steering wheel
which once graced a lawnmower.
The team admitted the project was
more difficult than they had originally
anticipated and the design had to be
changed several times. "Some things
worked as we thought they would and
others didn't, so we had to make
modifications," Sonnenberg said.
Making up the balsa wood impact
team were Marlette K. Heryak,
industrial education technology, John
Burke, psychology, Dennis Noll,
product design, Ann DeVictor,
construction technology, Patrick

yon

O'Connor and Tom Kopko, both
computer science majors.
The team built a number of balsa
structures, testing them in a hydraulic
press, and modifying their designs to
increase the poundage that the
miniature structure could withstand.
Since each piece of the structure had
to be cut and glued precisely to
specification, one test model took
between four and six hours to build.
"I learned a lot about construction
techniques," Kopko said.
Both teams were coached by Kevin
Burns, a graduate assistant in the
College of Technology. He was not
allowed to help the teams, but could
pose questions to them. In the three
weeks prior to the competition,
Burns said the students put in as
many as 30 hours of work per week
to prepare the projects for
competition.
The College of Technology provided
the two teams space to construct anc
store their projects and also offered
them equipment to use. Each team
could spend no more than $75 for
mate.-ials.
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are expected to carry out the budget
proposals themselves, have no
representation," Yon said.
Along with these two goals, the
administrative staff council has
addressed a number of issues this
year. According to Yon, salary and
fringe benefits are the main concern
of the council as they work toward
"compensation equality," which
would relieve any differential between
faculty and administrative staff.
"A lot of issues have come to light
this year," Yon said. "I think the older

Hebein
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He said he has been pleased with
the administration's cooperation and
willingness to listen to Faculty
Senate concerns. Currently members
of the Faculty Welfare Committee are
meeting with the president to discuss
one of the faculty's biggest concerns:
salaries.
Hebein said Bowling Green faculty
salaries suffered during the 1970s,
but Olscamp has worked to improve
them since coming here in 1982. The
Faculty Welfare Committee
conducted an extensive comparison
study last fall in an effort to back up
its nine and one-half percent salary
increase request for the 1987-88 fiscal
year. While the president didn't agree
with all the figures, he has agreed to
meet with committee members to
discuss the study and is preparing to
conduct another study out of the
planning and budgeting office.

Esparza

the council gets, the more
sophisticated we become. We're
seeing the results of the work of
former councils and we're finding a
greater amount of cooperation among
the faculty and administration."
"I guess my biggest problem as
chair is that I want everything done
yesterday and to accomplish
everything on a long-term basis," Yon
said. "But it is gr~tifying to know that
we are trying to involve the
administrative staff and afford them
the opportunity to communicate
through us."

"Another useful function of Faculty
Senate is that it is a place where
faculty can come to blow off steam,"
Hebein said. ''They deserve to have a
place where they can ask questions
and get answers."
He credits the senate's six
subcommittees with handling the
bulk of the work. Although he
receives some release time for the
position of senate chair, Hebein still
finds himself juggling his schedule.
"This job has its rewards. I have
enjoyed watching important
institutional policies take shape and
having a role in facilitating the
adoption of these policies," he said.
"I like to think we make an impact
here. A little give and take is healthy
for an institution. If the various
segments of the University were
always in agreement, I think the place
would grow stagnant."
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representatives, the council's image
has also received some polish.
Esparza said communication between
CSC and the people it represents has
improved dramatically as classified
staff see the council gaining ground
for them.
Representing the largest employee
body on campus has its frustrations.
..Sometimes it's difficult to see the
overall picture of an issue that is
being discussed," Esparza said. ··we
have to keep in mind how it will
affect the majority of employees and
that isn't always so easy.
.. But you live and learn as you go
along. To be a representative or a
chair, you have to be pretty open
minded, you have to be a good
listener.''
Because the council must keep an
ear to both the administration's and
classified staff's concerns, Esparza
has emphasized thorough research of
all issues. It's this careful eye to
detail that Esparza thinks is getting
the council somewhere... It's
important to have a voice on campus,
but you have to know what you are

talking about to get anywhere:· sne
said.
Seeing the amount of progress
gained this year has been
encouraging to Esparza, who said she
is hoping for a good voter turnout in
the upcoming May election. Seven
CSC seats are up for election along
with three vacant seats to be filled for
the remainder of their terms. (Self
nominations are due at noon Monday,
April 6 to P.O. Box 91, University
Union.)
Being on Classified Staff Council
does take up a portion of an
employee's time, but Esparza said it
has been worth it.
"Having people ask you questions
about CSC because they read the
minutes and are interested in
something we're doing, or getting
notes of approval for something we
worked hard on, these are the little
rewards," Esparza said.
"We're just trying to help out our
peers by volunteering our time to
serve as a liaison between classified
employees and University
administrators.''

Date book
Monday, April 6
Lecture SerlM, "The Case of the Silent

Figurine: Interpreting the Human Image in
the Prehistoric Mediterranean," by Dr.
Lauren Talaiay of the Kelsey Museum of
Ancient and Medieval Archeology, 1:30
p.m., 204 Fine Arts. Free.
International Week Event. Parade of
Nations, 1 p.m., beginning at South Hall.
Double Feature. International Film
Series, "Berlin: Kurfurstendamm, A Round
Trip," 7 p.m.; "Green Grass of Home," 9
p.m., Gish Film Theater, Hanna Hall. Free.

Tuesday, April 7
llcMaster Technology Transfer Briefing,
Ron Woodruff, biology, will speak on the
effect of hazardous environmental
chemicals in the workplace, B a.m.,
Bowling Green Holiday Inn. Free. Register
by calling 372-6819.
International Week Event. United
Nations Security Council Simulation on
the United States' Role in Nicaragua, 7:30
p.m., 114 Business Administration Bldg.
Free.
Concert, BGSU trombone ensemble, B
p.m., Bryan Recital Hall, Moore Musical
Arts Center. Free.

Wednesday, April 8
Nuclear Waste Symposium, "High Level
Nuclear Waste: The Significance for Ohio
and the Nation," 1 p.m.·5 p.m., Assembly
Room. McFall Center. Free.
Women's Studies Colloquium,
"Strategies for Reducing Sexual
Coercion," by Elizabeth Allgeier,
psychology, 3:30 p.m., Faculty Lounge,
Union. Free.
Chemistry Seminar, "Applications of
Mass Spectrometry in Biological
Systems," by Richard Day of the Univ. of
Cincinnati, 4:30 p.m., 140 Overman Hall.
Free.
International Week Event, international
fashion show, 7:30 p.m., Amani Room,
Commons. Free.
Jazz Week Event, jazz fusion concert, 8
p.m., Bryan Recital Hall, Moore Musical
Arts Center. Free.
"No Exit" will be staged, 8 p.m., April
8-11, 405 University Hall. Tickets are
priced at $1.50 and are available at the
door.

Thursday, April 9
Jane Herrmann Professional Serles, 9
a.m.-2 p.m., Room 118 Eppler. Free.
Administrative Staff Luncheon Program,
Kay Larson of Waddell and Reed Financial
Planning Services will discuss mutual
funds, 12:15 p.m., Campus Room, Union.
Free.
Economics Colloquium Series,
"Abandoning the Ml Target," by Edward
J. Stevens, 1-2:30 p.m., 304 Hayes Hall.
Women's Studies Scholarship
Celebration, honoring scholars of
published works and competition winners,
4-6 p.m., Ohio Suite, University Union.
International Week Event, "Raramuri," a
Mexican folk dance group will perform, 7
p.m., 121 West Hall. Free.
Concert, percussion ensemble, 7:30
p.m., McBride Auditorium, Firelands. Free.
Jazz Week Event, jazz combos concert,
8 p.m., Bryan Recital Hall, Moore Musical
Arts Center. Free.

No job postings
There are no listings to be posted
for classified jobs this week.

"East of Eden." University Activities
Organization-sponsored film, 8 p.m., Gish
Film Theater. Free.
EducaUon Lecture, "Language Stories
and Literacy Lessons," by Jerome Harste,
president of the National Reading
Conference, 7:30 p.m., Jenson Auditorium,
Education Building.

Friday, April 10
Board of Trust- MMtlna, 10 a.m.,
Assembly Room, McFall Center.
International Week Ewent. International
dinner, 7 p.m., First United Methodist
Church, 1506 Wooster. Tickets are priced
at S6 and may be purchased by calling
372·2248.
Jazz Week Event, faculty Jazz quartet, 8
p.m., Bryan Recital Hall, Moore Musical
Arts Center. Free.
Unlvenlly Ball, 8 p.m., Lenhart Grand
Ballroom. Tickets are priced at $20 per
couple and may be purchased by calling
372·2151.
Premiere, of "James Wright's Ohio,"
produced by Larry Smith, humanities,
Firelands College, 8 p.m., WBGU-TV,
Channel 27.
"The Bugs Bunny/Road Runner Movie,"
UAO-sponsored film, 8 p.m., April 10-11,
210 Math-Science Bldg. Tickets are priced
at $1 .50 for students, faculty and staff
(with Univ. l.D.).
"P. .Wee's Big Adventure," UAOsponsored film, midnight. April 10-11, 210
Math-Science Bldg. Tickets are priced at
$1.50 for students, faculty and staff (with
Univ. l.D.).

Saturday, April 11
Jazz Week Event, high school jazz
festival, 9 a.m.-5 p.m., Kobacker Hall and
Choral Room, Moore Musical Arts Center.
Free.
Concert, Chuck Mangione, 6:30 p.m and
10 p.m .. Kobacker Hall, Moore Musical
Arts Center. Tickets are priced at $10, $13
and $16 and are available by calling
372-8171.
Ms. Bronze Pageant, 7:30 p.m., Lenhart
Grand Ballroom. Tickets are priced at
$3.50 in advance or $4 at the door.

Monday, April 13
Red Cross Blood Drive, 10 a.m.-5 p.m.,
April 13-16, Lenhart Grand Ballroom.
Register by calling 372-2n6.
Lecture, "Writing Wilhin the Spiral," by
Quebec poet, novelist and essayist Nicole
Brossard, 7:30 p.m., 112 Life Science Bldg.
"That Day on the Beach," International
Film Series, 8 p.m., Gish Film Theater,
Hanna Hall.

Grant
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publishes with Transaction Books of
Rutgers University a series of books
and original papers on topics
including nuclear war, plant closings
and world food policy.
The Soctal Philosophy and Policy
Center, formed in 1981, is an
interdisciplinary research group that
stimulates thinking and study on
issues in which ethical and
philosophical considerations play a
role in the determination of public
policy. Since its founding, it has
secured almost $4 million in private
grants and contracts.
The recent Scaife grant is
included in the University's 75th
Anniversary Fund which to-date has
raised more than $13.5 million in
gifts and pledges.

Faculty/Staff Positions
Tr,e following faculty positions are available:
Co;lege of Education and Allied Professions: Assistant dean for student services.
(Ca' ~.dates should be from the College of Education and Allied Professions). Contact
Ro~ r I/. Bennett (2-7403). Deadline: April 15..
.c::cc:'nalism: Instructor of journalism (public relations). Contact James H. Bissland
(2-:: · 1 Deadline: May 1.
Hie '.Ory: Visiting assistant professor. Contact Gary Hess (2-2030). Deadline: April 15..
M~nagement Visiting assistant/associate professor. Contact Peter A. Pinto (2-2946).
Den:.ne: April 30.
The following administrative staff positions are available:
College Access Programs: Assistant director - Educational Talent Search Programs.
Contact College Access Programs (2·2381). Deadline: April 15.
Financial Aid and Student Employment Assistant director (two positions). Contact
Linda Hamilton (2·2558). Deadline: April 30.
.
Office of the Associate Vice President for. Research: Director, animal facilities.
Contact Elden Martin (2-8563). Extended deadline: May 11.

In BrieL_._._ _ _ _ _ __
Nominations due for CSC election
The deadline for self-nominations
for Classlfied Staff Council has been
extended to noon Monday (April 6).
CSC Is seeking nominations for 10
positions of which seven are regular
three-year seats and three are
vacancies.
Nominations should include the
candidate's name, area and years of
service at the University. They can be
sent to the CSC Election Committee,
P.O. Box 91, University Hall.
The 10 positions are in the
following areas: academic affairs with
two regular three-year terms and one
two-year vacancy; operations/plant
operations and maintenance with two
regular three-year terms; operationsmanagement support with one regular
three-year term and a one-year
vacancy; planning and budgeting with
one regular three-year term; student

Lectures presented
in English and French

affairs with a two-year vacancy and
University relations with one regular
three-year term.
Candidates may campaign within
their constituent area, however, they
must comply with the University's
solicitation policy. Classified staff
will vote only for candidates who
work and are running within their area
of employment. Election day has been
scheduled for May 7.

Surplus offered
Inventory Management will hold
surplus viewings from 1-3 p.m. both
Tuesday (April 7) and Wednesday
(April 8). It will be held at the old
paint shop located behind WBGU-TV.

Order regalia
Faculty and staff should place their
orders for May commencment regalia
at the University Bookstore as soon
as possible. Orders may be phoned to
Marge Houchins at 372-2851. A $5
late charge will be added to orders
placed after April 24, 1987.

Nicole Brossard, an award winning
Quebec poet, novelist and essayist,
will be at the University Monday {April
13) to conduct a classroom
presentation in French and a public
The College of Health and Human
lecture in English.
Services
has an 8510 CPT, dual sheet
Brossard has been an important
feed
printer
and soundhood for sale.
writer of avar.t garde and feminist
If
you
are
interested
in seeing the
writing and theory in Quebec since
unit,
please
contact
Linda
Crawford
1970. She has written poetry, fiction
at
372-8243
for
more
details.
and essays on women's writing since
that time and co-produced a 1976 film
The Computer Resource Center has
on American feminists.
for sale a NEC 5510 Spinwriter printer
The Canadian writer has won
for $500. It is in good condition.
numerous prizes for her works and
Contact Doug Burns at 372·7038 for
has established an international
more information.
reputation with many of her pieces
being translated into English.
She will make the classroom
A non-credit course entitled
presentation, "Au coeur de la
"Making Your Money Grow" will be
spirale," from 3:30-4:20 p.m. in 210
offered Wednesday evenings for four
Education Building. The presentation
weeks beginning April 15 from
will be conducted in French but is
7:30-9:30 p.m.
open to the public.
The class offers information to help
Later that day she will present
"Writing Within the Spiral," in English evaluate tax advantages and
investment possibilities of taxfrom 7:30-9 p.m. in 112 Life Sciences.
deferred annuities and how these
A reception will follow the lecture.
annuities compare to individual
Brossard's visit to the University is
retirement accounts.
being sponsored by the Department
Class fee is $20. Discounts are
of Romance Languages, Women's
available
to University employees and
Studies Program and the Canadian
senior citizens. To register, please
Studies Program Committee.
call Continuing Education at
372-8181.

For sale

Make money grow

Briefing planned

The second in a series of
technology transfer briefings,
sponsored by the McMaster
Leadership Institute, will be held from
8-9:30 a.m. Tuesday {April 7) at the
Bowling Green Holiday Inn
Featured speaker will be Dr. Ron
Woodruff, biology, and director of the
Mid-America Drosophila Stock Center,
who will discuss hazardous
environmental chemicals in the
workplace and their effect on human
health.
Additional information and
registration for the free program are
available by calling the McMaster
Leadership Institute at 372-6819.

Come to the ball
The University Ball, sponsored by
the Mortar Board Senior Honor
Society, will take place from 8 p.m. to
midnight Friday {April 10) in the
Lenhart Grand Ballroom of the
University Union.
Faculty, administrative and
classified staff are invited to attend
the ball featuring Stan Sterner's Big
Band Sound.
Tickets are limited at $20 per
couple and include an hors d'oeurves
buffet. Tickets can be purchased from
any Mortar Board member or through
the Greek Life office at 372·2151. A
cash bar will be available. Proceeds
from the ball will go towards a
scholarship fund.

Staff joins BGSU
The following employees have
recently joined the University as
administrative staff: Deborah C.
Otteson, research assistant in
biological sciences, part time; Tracy
A.. Mock, assistant director, graduate
studies in business; Teresa S.
Mclove, systems analyst, computer
services, and Daniel W. Schwab,
technical director, electron
microscopy facility, biological
sciences.

Harste to speak
Dr. Jerome C. Harste, president of
the National Reading Conference, will
lecture on improving reading
comprehension at 7:30 p.m. Thursday
(April 9) in Jenson Auditorium,
Education Building. He is being
sponsored by the College of
Education and Allied Professions.
Harste, a professor of language
education at Indiana University, is a
proponent of the whole language
approach to reading instruction. His
presentation is titled "Language
Stories and Literacy Lessons." He
will also offer a research-based
update of the principles espoused in
the popular text.
The Harste lecture is free and open
to the public. It is hosted by the
department of educational curriculum
and instruction.
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Robinson returns to B.G. stage in 'Othello'
In 1971, a beginning actor by the
name of Roger Robinson
performed in a University
production for the first time.
Seventeen years later, the
seasoned professional has
returned to Bowling Green to
perform once again.
"I was curious to see how the
place had changed," Robinson
explained. He was, however, a little
nervous about returning to Bowling
Green and working with college
students. "I felt good about it but
also a little apprehensive."
Robinson has the lead role and
also directs the University's
rendition of "Othello." "It makes
me responsible for the whole
production, not just my character.
It's very challenging to me," he
said.
As Othello, Robinson portrays a
black general in the Venetian army
whose marriage to Desdemona, the
daughter of a white aristocrat, is
destroyed by racism and jealousy.
Desdemona is played by Karin
Kottke, a junior psychology major
from Parma. The play is being
presented at 8 p.m. April 16-18 and
April 23-25 at the University's Eva
Marie Saint Theatre.
Dr. Allen Kepke, a professor of
theater and acting chair of the
department at the University,
directed the 1971 world premiere of
"Ride A Black Horse," written by
playwright-in- residence Dr. John S.
Scott, in which Robinson played
one of the leads. Kepke asked the
veteran actor to return to Bowling
Green to play the lead and direct
the Shakespearean production
because of Robinson's experience
in doing the play.
"I've done "Othello" four times. I
have very definite ideas how things

Hispanic
Awareness
Week set
Under the theme "Committed to
the Challenge," Hispanic Awareness
Week, April 20-24, will be observed
through a variety of events.
Sponsored by the Latino Student
Union, the week's schedule
combines the unique Hispanic
culture with a number of informative
sessions.
Opening ceremonies will take
place at noon April 20 at the Towers
Inn in McDonald West. It will be
followed by a session at 2 p.m. on
"Hispanics and the Legal System"
conducted by Toledo Judge Joseph
A. Flores, attorneys Lourdes Santigo
and Victor Gonzales, and Anthony
Carmona of the Secret Service. The
session "Hispanics and the
Educational System" will be at 3:30
p.m. Both talks will take place in the
Alumni Room, University Union.
That evening at 7:30 p.m. in 121
West Hall, keynote speaker Dr.
Continued on page 3

Senate urges
trustees to
rescind resolution

L
'

.
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Othello (Roger Robinson) expresses his love to his wife Desdemona (Karin
Kottke) in a scene from the play "Othello," being performed April 16-18 and
23-25 in the Eva Marie Saint Theatre. Robinson, also director of the play, is
returning to the Bowling Green stage after first performing here 17 years
ago in the 1971 production "Ride a Black Horse."

should go (in the play)," Robinson
explained.
This is the first college
production Robinson has worked
on in his 24-year acting career.
Although he enjoys working with
the students, Robinson is well
aware of the long odds they face in
becoming full-time, professional
actors.
"On the one hand, it is very
gratifying to see the amount of
talent that is here in the students.

On the other hand, it is kind of
sorrowful to know that maybe onehalf of one percent will ever make
a living at it," Robinson said.
Robinson left his hometown of
Seattle at the age of 18 to pursue
an acting career in Hollywood.
"More than anything in life, I
wanted to act," he said.
One of his first acting jobs was
for 20th Century Fox as a movie
Continued on page 3

Faculty Senate passed a resolution
at its April 7 meeting urging the
Board of Trustees to rescind its Nov.
14 resolution pertaining to procedures
for hearing constituents' concerns
outside regular board meetings.
The senate's resolution also stated
its disapproval of a revised trustee
resolution that was scheduled to be
presented at the board's April 10
meeting. The revised version calls for
trustees to inform the president of all
requests for meetings to express
concerns, regardless of who requests
them; inform the chair of the Board of
Trustees, and the president of the
contents of all such meetings in a
timely fashion; and to reaffirm the
board's allegiance to the principles of
the Ohio Sunshine Law.
In presenting the resolution,
senator Bartley A. Brennan, legal
studies, said the trustees' resolution
has had a "chilling effect" on the
flow of communication between the
board and its constituencies.
However, President Olscamp
responded that the original intention
of the resolution was to enhance
proper communication between
himself and the board. "I can't be
expected to manage affairs of the
University when I have been denied
pertinent information," Olscamp said.
He added that three University
attorneys have reviewed the original
trustee resolution and found it to be
legally intact.
In other business, a resolution
calling for the senate's approval for
adding cultural diversi:y as a fifth
category in the University's required
general education core was tabled.
After several explanations by Dr.
Continued on page 3

Library service successful in fielding questions
In past years, most visitors to
Jerome library had to rely on
pamphlets and maps to find their
way around the sometimes
confusing facility.
Today, the maps are still there,
but library-goers can receive
personal attention from a new
service the library began last
September - an information desk
where questions can be answered
on everything from how to use the
card catalog to where the reserve
room is located.
Seven months and thousands of
questions later, the information
desk has been termed an
unqualified success.
''The desk fills a real need in the
library," said Marilyn Parrish,
reference librarian and supervisor of
the new service. "In a big bureaucracy,
people often think employees are
too busy to answer questions. These
employees are here specifically for
Seven months and thousands of questions later, Jerome Library's new
that purpose."
Information Desk has been termed an unqualified success, where questions
The information desk was also
designed to allow the staff members can be answered on everything from how to use the card catalog to where
the reserve room is located. Ellen Brockman (right), a student desk worker.
helps Kim Wallace with some information.
Continued on page 3

